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THE PASSING OF THE TORCH
By: Emmanuel es Querubin
9th Degree Red and White Belt (#87)
Executive and Technical Assistant to the Grandmaster

In 1893, Cipriano Geronimo was born, when his father Bonifacio Geronimo was 46 years
old. At an early age, Cipriano was prepared to someday take the place of his father as the head
of the Geronimo Sikaran lineage. Cipriano's preparation was not limited to the physical aspects
of Sikaran. Bonifacio taught his son Cipriano, how to be a leader and the importance of
education. Bonifacio instilled in Cipriano the need to understand that Sikaran and Education are
the opposite sides of the same coin. They are the parts that make the coin.
Knowing Sikaran is not just doing the physical motions or following the movements. One
must be aware of the why, the how, the when, and the what, of a particular technique. One must
develop his own maneuver, based on his own physical ability, capability, and limitations.
Constant practice develops the muscles in varying degrees or details. Over time, Cipriano
developed the ability to use one's knowledge effectively and readily in execution or performance,
and all the skills to be a hari (champion). This experience prepared him to pass on his expertise
in Sikaran to his son Meliton.
On March 10, 1927, amidst the ringing of the bells in Baras, Meliton, the first son of
Cipriano was born. Even at a very young age, Cipriano honed Meliton in all the aspects of
Sikaran. This is the reason why the Geronimo Sikaran lineage survived the test of time.
The leadership of Supremo Meliton C. Geronimo, can best be described as a strong, wise
and enlightening leadership. Through his enlightened leadership, he introduced Sikaran in the
International world of unarmed martial arts. Through his efforts, the Philippines became a
member of the Asian Karate Association. Sikaran was referred to as a style of Philippine Karate,
like Shotokan is referred to as Japanese Karate , Shorin-ryu as a style of Okinawan Karate and
Tang Soo Doo as a style of Korean Karate.
Through his leadership, the Philippines garnered seven gold medals in six Asian Karate
Championships. When the World Union of Karate-do Organizations (WUKO) was formed in
1970, Meliton C. Geronimo was a signatory member representing the Philippines.
When Supremo Meliton Geronimo exported Sikaran to Malaysia, through his students
Emmanuel Querubin, Nestor Principe, Luisito dela Cruz, and Vince Vasallo, it became the
foundation of two independent schools that are now also recognized in the international world
of martial arts. In Malaysia, Clement Soo (#257) is acknowledged as the founder of the Goshinryu School of the Karate League of Malaysia. The Ren Yi Ku KwanTang Sau Dao School of
Loke Meng Kwang (#354) is one of the most successful and biggest martial art organizations in
Great Britain.
Supremo Meliton Geronimo's, leadership is not limited in the improvement and
development of Sikaran as a unique, original, and effective fighting art. Administration-wise, he
formulated the protocols governing Sikaran as an international martial art. Supremo Meliton
Geronimo's leadership is beyond any textbook-grade position in a scale of ranks and qualities.
Biyakid (gerund of biyak - to split) is the signature kick of Sikaran. There are stories of
Sikaran Haris who have knocked down a carabao with a biyakid to the head. On its face value,
this feat sounds like too incredible to be true. However, Supremo Meliton Geronimo, believes
that by following the principles of physics it can be done. He even gives as an example
Masutatsu Oyama, founder of Kyukoshinkai Karate who was said to have killed a buffalo, with
his bare hands, and feet, which was later found to be too badly battered and bruised for human
consumption.
Supremo Meliton Geronimo, explained the proper delivery of biyakid based on the
principles of physics. This is the favorite kick of most SIKARAN hari’s of old because it is very

effective at any fighting range. This kick was developed by spinning the body with the temple,
the spine, and the back of the head, as the favorite targets.
There are 3 motions that determine the effectiveness of a biyakid. First is the spin of the
body that creates the centrifugal force. Second is the turn of the hips that creates the rotational
thrusting force and third is the snap back from the knee that propels the heel to the target and
creates the motion that offers a quick and vigorous recovery of the kicking leg. Any deviation
from this process will compromise the one-strike-one-kill property of the biyakid

BIYAKID - SPINNING KICK
First Motion - Spin of the body that creates the centrifugal force (red arrow)
Second Motion - Turn of the hips that create the rotational thrust of the hips (blue arrow)
Third Motion - snap back from the knee that propels the heel to the target and creates the motion
that offers a quick and vigorous recovery of the kicking leg (blue-green arrow)
Impact point - Heel (maroon circle)
All the techniques of Sikaran, were explained by Supremo Meliton Geronimo, based on the laws
of physics and motion. He did not change, add, or subtract from the original Sikaran that he
learned from his father, his other teachers, and Sikaran elders. What he did is explain the
principles that made every single technique easier to understand, hence making the maneuver

easier to execute and more effective. Likewise, by developing drills and forms, he elevated
Sikaran not only as a physical art, but also as a martial sport, through a process of natural
growth, differentiation, or evolution by successive improvements. Sikaran has evolved, from a
past time activity of farmers, to an international modern sport. As Grandmaster, this perhaps is
one of the great contributions of Supremo Meliton C. Geronimo, to Sikaran, bringing the art
from the 16th Century to the 21st Century.
As an Administrator, Supremo Meliton Geronimo is unsurpassed. When he formed the
Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines, he envisioned an association with a worldwide
membership. He did not see the association as a local group that meets on weekends for a gettogether. What he envisioned was an international organization composed of Sikaranistas
wearing a white upper shirt with the patch of the World Sikaran Brotherhood on the left breast, a
World Sikaran patch on the back and red pants. He visualized Sikaranistas from the four corners
of the globe, speaking different languages.
English speaking Sikaranistas from the United States of America, from Canada, from
Australia, from United Kingdom, and other English speaking countries, outnumber Spanish,
Arabic, and Italian Sikaranistas. However, by and large, the numbers of Sikaranistas from
foreign countries almost outnumber Sikaranistas from the Philippines.
This is what Supremo Meliton Geronimo considers his greatest achievement. Now a
World Sikaran Brotherhood is the International umbrella organization of the World Sikaran
Brotherhood of the Philippines, The World Sikaran Brotherhood of the United States, World
Sikaran Brotherhood of Canada, World Sikaran Brotherhood of Australia, World Sikaran
Brotherhood of Italy, World Sikaran Brotherhood of Saudi Arabia, World Sikaran Brotherhood
of France, and other countries.
In the same manner that Supremo Meliton Geronimo was trained by his father to be the
great leader that he is, he prepared Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr., to be a leader with a more modern
approach to leadership.
When Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr., was born, there was no ringing of bells. However, his
birth was heralded by typhoon Adding, one of the strongest and most devastating act of nature in
that decade. Amidst the rain, strong winds, thunder, and lightning, Meliton C. Geronimo, Sr.,
raised his son to the sky as a gesture of offering and swore that Junior will someday take his
place as Sikaran master. While he was learning to walk, Junior was also learning how to kick
and be a fighter. While he was learning to read and write, he was learning the history of Sikaran.
Meliton Junior was tutored in Sikaran, not only by his father, but also by his grandfather
Cipriano, and the other Sikaran elders of Baras.
When his mother and siblings migrated to the United States, Meliton, Jr., continued his
studies graduating in High School from the Balboa High School in San Francisco.
Meliton, Jr., attended San Francisco City College, later transferring to Sonoma College,
to pursue an Engineering course. His education prepared him for the eventual transfer of the
leadership of the Geronimo lineage of Sikaran. His education plus the positive genes he inherited
from his parents gave him the ability to be a critical thinker. Looking at life logically, and
creatively, Meliton, Jr., developed the ability to be an organized leader.
Meliton, Jr.'s, preparation was not only in administration. To prepare him as leader of
Sikaran, he underwent extensive comparative training in different styles of martial arts, like
Chinese Wing Chun Kung Fu, Japanese Karate, and Korean Tae Kwon Do, earning the
equivalent of Black Belt Degrees in those arts. He also delved in Ju-jitsu, Judo, and Aikido. His
training in the different martial arts prepared him to be a better Sikaranista by realizing the

strengths and weaknesses of each art and how to work on them, and with them. He knows that
the best way to beat someone in his art is to be good in that art.
To upgrade his skill in Sikaran, he comes home
to the Philippines every chance he gets to train with his
father, his grandfather, and the senior students of
Sikaran. Sometimes, his father flies to the United States
to guide Meliton, Jr. In 1984, Supremo Meliton
Geronimo established the Sikaran Headquarters in
Vallejo, California. Supremo Meliton Geronimo, grills
his son not only in the physical aspects of Sikaran, but
also on what he will have to do to make Sikaran the
number one unarmed martial art in the world and how
he will lead the members to be better citizens.
His father's leadership style, influenced by his
long military career, is militaristic. On the other hand,
Meliton, Jr.'s, style is more on the "democratic" style.
He is aware that although he possesses the ability to be
a good leader, he has to develop his own style in
communicating in ways to motivate and inspire others.
Meliton, Jr., and Supremo Meliton
C. Geronimo, after training, in
Vallejo, California.
In 2010, it was very unfortunate
that Supremo Meliton Geronimo suffered
a bout of stroke. His physical activities
were slightly affected. However, his
leadership was not affected.
When Supremo Meliton C. Geronimo
became incapacitated with several bouts
of stroke, Meliton, Jr., was not able to
move back and stay in the Philippines.
Supremo Meliton Geronimo had no
choice but to let his brother Jaime
Geronimo, take over as acting in-charge.
Wheel chair bound Supremo Meliton C.
However, although Jaime
Geronimo with Mantas Emmanuel Querubin.
Geronimo is a good Sikaran tactician, he
is a sorry failure as a leader. The greatest disappointment in Jaime Geronimo's leadership was the
unexplainable failure of the Philippines to send a delegation to the 4th World Sikaran
Tournament held in Winnipeg, Canada on May 10, 2014.

To save the World Sikaran Brotherhood
of the Philippines from complete destruction,
Supremo Meliton C. Geronimo decided it was
time to transfer the presidency to his son Meliton
S. Geronimo, Jr. He passed the torch of
leadership to his rightful heir, his son Meliton S.
Geronimo, Jr. As Bonifacio Geronimo, passed
the Geronimo Sikaran Lineage to his son
Cipriano, who in turn passed it on to his son
Meliton Geronimo, Sr., it was passed on to
Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr., in the natural
progression of hierarchy. Entitlement to
succeed in hereditary rank, title or office is from
father to son. It is always from great grandfather
(Bonifaco) to grandfather(his son Cipriano) to
father(his son Meliton. Sr.) and to the grandson
(Meliton, Jr.).
The damage caused by the mismanagement of
the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the
Philippines, is perhaps the biggest problem that
Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr., getting his son
Junior has to solve and rectify. The first step that
Zach Ramsey ready to someday take over.
Meliton, Jr., took was to identify his mission.
Meliton, Jr., knows that the problems are many and serious. However, he is also aware that the
problems are not un-surmountable. Having the critical thinking of an engineer, he laid a plan in
solving the big problem by dissecting it and breaking it down to the minutest components. He
will then solve the small problems one at a time. These problems took at least three years to
accumulate and Meliton, Jr., is aware that it may take time to be solved. The first problem that he
has to tackle is to bring back to the fold the members who left and those that are inactive. He has
to raise money to fund the projects of the brotherhood, such as seminars, meetings, tournaments,
and registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission, which the past acting in -charge
let expire. Meliton, Jr., is now finishing the 2013 Report of Activities, which the S.E.C. requires.
Another pressing problem that Meliton, Jr., considers major is the uncontrolled
promotion to incredulous high grades. These promotions need to be reviewed accordingly.
As President of the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines, and the final authority
in Sikaran, Meliton, Jr., need to call on his organizational skill. He needs to rely on his selfconfidence, logical and creative opinion, and judgment.

Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr.'s, Inner circle: From left: Elpidio Seletaria, Jr., Emmanuel
Querubin, Louelle Lledo, Jr., Andy Sanano, Jr., and Dante Alambra.

OFFICIAL PASSING OF THE TORCH
On March 10, 2015, the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines will celebrate
the official passing of the torch and transfer of authority as President, leader and master of the
World Sikaran Brotherhood.
Supremo Meliton C. Geronimo, will officially step down as President and pass on the
authority to his son Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr. Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr., thereafter will be
addressed as Sikaran Pantas (Master) Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr. He is promoted to a higher
level 9th Degree Red and White Belt. As President, he will have the final authority in all and
every affair of Sikaran, especially in the grade and rank promotion.
Invited to this grand affair are all the Regional Country Directors, State Directors, and
Regional Directors. Rizal Provincial Officials, Baras Municipal Officials, and Rizal
Department of Education Officials are also invited to witness this very important event in the
history of Sikaran.
No picture available
at this time.

*Estimation based on
reliable information

1847* -BONIFACIO GERONIMO - 1925*

1893 -CIPRIANO GERONIMO-1993

1927 -MELITON C. GERONIMO,
SR.

1959 -MELITON S. GERONIMO, JR.

LEGAL NOTARIZED DECLARATION OF GRANDMASTER MELITON C.
GERONIMO, TRANSFERRING PRESIDENCY OF THE WORLD SIKARAN
BROTHERHOOD OF THE PHILIPPINES, AND FINAL SIKARAN AUTHORITY TO
MELITON S. GERONIMO, JR. UNABLE TO SIGN LEGIBLY; HE AFFIXED HIS
THUMB MARK, WHICH IS THE LEGAL WAY. THERE IS A VIDEO SHOWING
SUPREMO MELITON C. GERONIMO, PASSING ON THE AUTHORITY TO
MELITON S. GERONIMO, JR. SHOWING OF THIS VIDEO IS AVAILABLE TO ANY
REGISTERED MEMBER OF GOOD STANDING OF THE WORLD SIKARAN
BROTHERHOOD OF THE PHILIPPINES.

RANKS AND TITLES IN SIKARAN
By: Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr.
9th Degree Red and White Belt (#697)
WSBP International Vice-President
The terms Master and Grandmaster are titles awarded and sanctioned by a legitimate
governing body. It is the highest level of skill attainment. The Master and Grandmaster have a
deep understanding of the ideas and the situations of his particular art and has demonstrated this
advanced understanding in applying principles for any particular position with respect to
conditions and circumstances. A Master or Grandmaster speaks with authority because he is the
authority, in fact the final authority in his particular art. He is the source of power and influence
to command thought, opinion, or behavior.
In the Western World, the term Master was first used popularly in the 1830's when
referring to the highest skilled chess player. With so many Masters, it became necessary to make
a distinction as to the best of the best. The term Grandmaster was designated to differentiate a
Master of the Masters.
Aside from chess, the term Grandmaster became popular when affixed to the martial arts.
In Japanese Martial Arts, Grandmaster is translated into different terms. Sometimes the
grandmaster is referred to as "Sensei" or "O'Sensei." Sometimes it is "Shihan" or "Hanshi."
In the Philippines, the term Martial Art Grandmaster was first used on November
6, 1966, when the Asian Karate Association recognized Sikaran as a distinct unarmed
fighting art. The Asian Karate Association promoted Meliton C. Geronimo, to the 10th
Degree Red Belt, and bestowed on him the title Soke. In Japanese, Soke literally means
founder. As founder, he is also the Grandmaster, and the final authority.
There is only one Soke or founder in any art. In Sikaran, he is Meliton Geronimo
and he is known as the Supremo. He is the head of the art or the style. He holds a rank of
10th Degree. There can never be any other Soke (founder) or 10th Degree in Sikaran. He
has the privilege of wearing a belt of his choice of color, whether black or red or even gold
or white. Meliton Geronimo opted to use Red Belt. He is the only person in Sikaran who
was given the honor of wearing a Red Belt and the rank of 10th Degree. He is the only one
who can award any rank to anyone he sees fit in Sikaran. The Soke Supremo), while
holding the rank of 10th Degree, is also considered to be "beyond the rank system."
Meliton C. Geronimo inherited the art of Sikaran from his father, who inherited it from
his father. On this occasion, the Sikaran elders of Baras gave Meliton C. Geronimo, the title
Supremo or leader. His father passed the art of Sikaran and the leadership of the art to him.
Officially, Meliton Geronimo took total control, having mastered the basic and advanced
techniques, as well as the principles, concepts, and theory of Sikaran.
In the Philippines, the proliferation of the terms Master and Grandmaster is a direct result
of the expansion and popularity of Arnis de Mano. There was a time when the term used to mean
the highest rank in Arnis de Mano was "Guro" which means teacher. Not satisfied with the title
"Guro," they added adjectives to denote a higher class of guro, like Punong-Guro (Head
Teacher); Mataas na Guro (Higher Rank Teacher), Matawguro (Master Teacher), Dakilang Guro
(Great teacher), and even Amang Guro (Father Teacher) which was a term reserved for God the
Father.

Not gratified to the full, and convinced that using the English term will elevate their
status, they used honorifics that may sound stately and grand and will convey social superiority.
Being commercial schools, they needed more students who will pay. Paying students always
equate "high-falluting" sounding title to "teaching ability of a better style." The unfortunate
result of this "Title Contest" is the proliferation of self-proclaimed masters.
In Arnis de Mano, there is now untold numbers of Masters, Grandmasters, Senior
Masters, Senior Grandmasters, Great Grandmasters, Supreme Great Grandmasters, Ultimate
Supreme Great Grandmasters, Senior Ultimate Supreme Great Grandmasters and so on and so
forth. The only missing title, so far, is God of Arnis de Mano, or Holiest Grandmaster of Arnis
de Mano. It is safe to assume that there are as many Masters or Grandmasters as there are
schools or styles of Arnis.
Karate, in the Philippines, is not free from this "self-glorification." They have copied
titles and ranks of the Japanese schools to which they are affiliated. There are several Filipino
Karate practitioners, who call themselves Renshi, Kyoshi, or even Hanshi or Shihan.
Ranking in Sikaran is divided in two classifications, baytang, and antas. Baytang is
subdivided into the following subdivisions: 3 grades in White Belt; 3 grades in Green Belt; and 3
grades in Brown Belt. These 9 Grades are considered Beginning Level or student Grades.
There are two ways to achieve promotion in this lower classification, by examination and
by winning in tournaments.
The examination for lower grades may be oral or written and may be handled by a Ika-3
Antas, Sagisag na Itim. Examination will be regarding the history of Sikaran and basic
techniques.
The Antas classification is subdivided into two categories , the intermediate and the
advance categories. Achieving an Antas rank means that while one is no longer considered a
beginner, one is not yet necessarily an expert .
The lower or intermediate Antas ranks, 1st Degree Black Belt to 5th Degree Black Belt
(Ika-1 Antas Sagisag na Itim to Ika-5 Antas Sagisag na Itim), can normally be attained through a
grading examination and through competition. These ranks can only be awarded by a highergraded Sikaran representative or sometimes by a steering or technical committee.
The higher or advance Antas ranks from 6th Degree Black Belt to 9th Degree Black Belt
(Ika-6 Antas, Sagisag na Itim to Ika-9 Na antas, Sagisag na Itim) require years of experience and
relevant contribution to Sikaran. This may be through instruction or research and publication.
Only Supremo Meliton Geronimo or his designated and delegated authority may promote to
ranks from 6th Degree to 9th Degree.
Supremo Meliton Geronimo, has promoted eleven Sikaranistas to 9th Degree Red
and White Belt. However, there are others sporting the 9th Degree Red and White Belt,
promoted by other 9th Degree Red and White Belts without the official and personal
sanction of Supremo Meliton Geronimo. Moreover, there is an unauthorized opinion being
disseminated without a source of authority to promote one to the 10th Degree Red Belt. It
is unfortunate that some power and title hungry individuals cannot accept the fact that
Soke (Founder) Meliton C. Geronimo, may be the last legitimate Grandmaster with the
rank of 10th Degree Red Belt, until such time that the Constitution and By-laws of the
World Sikaran Brotherhood is ratified and amended.
In Sikaran, in an effort to keep up with the "title contest," new words were coined, such
as Bantas (lower grade) when referring to someone of the same or lower grade, Mantas (higher
grade) when referring to someone of the same or higher grade, and Pantas (Master). There are

also new words adopted as "Title," such as, Bihasa (6th Degree), Batikan (7th Degree),
Dalubhasa (8th Degree), and Marangal (9th Degree).
First Degree Black belt to the Fifth Degree Black Belt belong to the Bantas
Classification. Sixth Degree Black Belt to Ninth Degree Black Belt (or Red and White Belt)
belongs to the Mantas Classification. A Ninth Degree who has been promoted to the next level is
classified as Pantas (Master). The promotion is only to a higher level and not a higher rank.
Only Supremo Meliton Geronimo can designate a Pantas. Not even the association itself
can promote anybody to the title and rank of Pantas. In essence, after Supremo Meliton
Geronimo, passes away there can never be a promotion to Pantas. Likewise, there can
never be another 10th Degree Red Belt in Sikaran. As explained, only the Soke (Founder)
can hold the rank of 10th Degree Red Belt, the highest rank in Sikaran.
At present, there are only two 9th Degree Red and White Belts who have been designated
Pantas (Master) by Supremo Meliton Geronimo. They are Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr., after
leadership of the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines has been passed on to him, and
Jaime Geronimo, when he was named Chief Instructor.
OTHER RANKS, TITLES, AND FUNCTION
FILIPINO
Japanese
FILIPINO
Japanese
FILIPINO
Japanese
FILIPINO
Japanese

TITLE
Mantas Bihasa
Renshi
Mantas Batikan
Tasshi
Mantas Dalubhasa
Kyoshi
Mantas Marangal
Hanshi

MINIMUM RANK
Ika-6 Antas, Sagisag na Itim
Rokudan (6th Dan)
Ika-7 Antas, Sagisag na Itim
Shichidan (7th Dan)
Ika-8 Antas, Sagisag na Itim
Hachidan (8th Dan)
Ika-9 Antas,
Sagisag na Pula at Puti
Kudan (9th Dan)

FUNCTION
Bihasang Guro
Expert Teacher
Batikang Guro
Expert Teacher
Dalubhasang Guro
Senior Expert Teacher
Matawguro
Master Teacher

There are several Mantas who prefer to use the title in one word. A Ika-6 Antas as Bihasa, a Ika7Antas as Batikan, a Ika-8 Antas as Dalubhasa, and a Ika-9 Antas as Marangal. The use of these
terms is still not widely practiced as the use of the term Mantas.
Misconception about "Titles."
It is not also true that once you become a Black Belt you can open a school and call
yourself a Teacher. In Sikaran, in order to be classified a Teacher, one must have attended a
Teacher's Academy and possess a Teacher's License. In order to be classified a Tournament
Official; one must have passed the test for the classification. Mere possession of a Black Belt
does not qualify one to be a Teacher or a Referee. No Title is assumed due to reaching a
rank level.
In Japan and Okinawa, you cannot open a school unless you possess a rank of at least 7th
Degree. Rank alone also does not qualify you to be called a Master. In the Western World, the
title Master is thrown around as if it is going out of style. In the Western World, even a 1st
Degree Black Belt is sometimes referred to as Master.

In 2009, Steven Dowd, Publisher of FMA Digest, interviewed Master Jaime Geronimo
and Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo of the World Sikaran Brotherhood. We are reprinting, with
permission portion of the interviews with Master Jaime Geronimo, and Grandmaster Meliton
Geronimo:
AN INTERVIEW WITH SIKARAN MASTER JAIME GERONIMO:
FMAdigest: In your opinion what makes
your Filipino martial art style different
from other Filipino martial arts styles?
Jaime Geronimo: Sikaran is different
because it is traditionally Filipino. Among
the many so called Filipino Martial Arts
Sikaran is the only martial art with a history
that goes back to the 1500’s. Sikaran was
developed by farmers while engaged in
their work in the fields. They strengthened
their legs doing fieldwork. To while away
their time, they developed the “kicking
game” which was a contest of strength
Master Jaime Geronimo, being interviewed by
using the legs for kicking and the hands for
Steven Dowd of FMA Digest.
blocking. Sikaran’s techniques are
adaptable. Our style can adjust to the challenges and compete under different rules of
engagement. For example in the 60’s we adjusted and competed against Karate and competed in
the Asian and World Karate tournaments.
FMAdigest: In your opinion what is a Master?
Jaime Geronimo: A Master must have trained his mind and his body, competed in tournaments,
and must have proven to be the best. No matter what age, whether young or old, a Master must
prove himself constantly.
FMAdigest: In your opinion what is a Grandmaster?
Jaime Geronimo: The Grandmaster is the highest authority in a particular art or style. There
must only be one Grandmaster. Aside from his mental and physical capability, the Grandmaster
must have developed and propagated his particular martial art. In Sikaran, there is only one
Grandmaster. He is Supremo Meliton Geronimo, 10th Degree Black Belt.
FMAdigest: What do you think of styles that use titles such as Great Grandmaster, Supreme
Grandmaster? And since this has become a title which is being used, do you think the next step is
something like Ultimate, Supreme Great Grandmaster?
Jaime Geronimo: In my opinion, Supreme Grandmaster Great Grandmaster and Ultimate
Supreme Great Grandmaster do not mean anything except as a title. The more important thing is
who gave them the title. What have they done to deserve the title? How good are they in their art
or style? Many of these so-called Grandmasters promoted themselves and assumed the title.
Some grandmasters exchanged promotions and called each other grandmaster. In Sikaran, there
is only one Grandmaster, Supremo Meliton Geronimo, and one Master. I have been promoted to

Sikaran Master by Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo, with the rank of 9th Degree Black Belt and
Chief Instructor of the Kapatirang Sikaran ng Pilipinas
FMAdigest: What would you say to people that are claiming to be Sikaran? There are
practitioners in the United States that are claiming they are the Grandmaster or the Hari of
Sikaran?
Jaime Geronimo: There are some students or practitioners who come to Baras to train a little or
even just attend a workshop and when they return to where ever they come from they claim to
teach Sikaran and say that Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo recognizes them. There is even an
expelled member who claims to be a Hari, not knowing that Hari is a title that must be won in
the battlefield of combat and cannot be passed on, not even by Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo
(laugh). There are some who train for a few months or a few years and think they are good and
unbeatable. They assume high grade and start teaching commercially. I have been training in
Sikaran for 51 years, and I am still training because I know there is still a lot more to learn,
probably not just physically but mentally.
AN INTERVIEW WITH SIKARAN GRANDMASTER MELITON C. GERONIMO:
FMAdigest: In your opinion what makes your
Filipino Martial Arts style different from other
Filipino martial arts style?

Grandmaster Meliton C. Geronimo,
with Steven Dowd of FMA Digest.

Meliton Geronimo: My martial art style is called
Sikaran. Technically, there are only two Filipino
martial arts styles: The unarmed martial arts style is
Sikaran and the armed martial arts style is Arnis de
Mano. In my opinion, these are the only two original
and authentic Filipino martial arts that are as old as
the country itself. These martial arts existed even
before the Spaniards came. What we now call Arnis
de Mano has been known under various names such
as Kali, Eskrima, Estokada and others. Sikaran, on
the other hand has always just been called Sikaran. It
is an art of fighting that emphasizes the use of the
feet. It also uses the hands for striking, throwing and
takedowns. In competition, however, the hands are
used only for blocking and only kicking techniques
are allowed.

FMAdigest: What makes your style unique or different from other styles?
Meliton Geronimo: Sikaran is a, martial arts with a history that is as old as the country. This in
itself makes it unique. Karate compared to Sikaran is just an infant art. Sikaran was developed in
the Philippines, making it a truly Filipino art and different from the other unarmed fighting
styles.

FMAdigest: What makes the Filipino martial arts in general different from other martial arts
throughout the world?
Meliton Geronimo: Martial arts around the world, whether armed or unarmed are similar in the
sense that they were all developed to defend against a hostile force or threat. There may be
superficial similarities in techniques and maneuvers because they all have a similar purpose self- preservation. However, the similarity ends there. Filipino martial arts are homegrown and
born in the Philippines guided by the Filipino’s character and culture.
FMAdigest: In your opinion, what is a Master?
Meliton Geronimo: A Master is a person who has achieved exceptional ability both mentally
and physically in all the aspects of the particular art. Additionally, a person must have
contributed in the development and propagation of the art. In Sikaran, the title master is vested
only by the grandmaster. Physical expertise alone is not enough for a person to be bestowed the
title “Master.” Naming of a master takes a great deal of thinking and consideration because a
master is next in line in being the Grandmaster. High grade alone does not qualify a person to be
called a master. In Sikaran, I have only given the title of master to one person, Jaime Geronimo,
9th Degree Black Belt Chief Instructor.

FMAdigest: In your opinion, what is a Grandmaster?
Meliton Geronimo: Grandmaster is a title that denotes the highest authority in a particular martial art. Since there are only two genuine Filipino martial arts styles, there should only be two
grandmasters in the Philippines. I cannot talk about whom the grandmaster of Arnis de Mano
should be because unlike Sikaran, there is no particular school, which can claim being the one
and only original school where all the other schools came from. To me the title grandmaster
cannot and must not be assumed. It must be awarded by a competent authority. I was awarded
the title of grandmaster of Sikaran by the Asian Karate Association because I am the highest
authority in Sikaran also known as Philippine Karate (by the Asian Karate Association over 50
years ago). Cipriano Geronimo, Melencio Bigasin and Manuel Ocampo, the last highest Sikaran
authority charged me in the preservation of Sikaran. In fact, it is our family (Geronimo) lineage
that is the last surviving lineage in Sikaran genealogy.

FMAdigest: What do you think of styles that use such titles as Great Grandmaster, Supreme
Grandmaster? In addition, since this has become a title, which is being used, do you think the
next step is something like “Ultimate Supreme Great Grandmaster”?
Meliton Geronimo: People being people, they will try to outdo each other in every which way
they can. I do not waste any time in titles and ranks. I have been called by different titles by different people. People who knew me as a military officer call me by my rank, which is
“Lieutenant Colonel.” People who knew me as a politician call me “Mayor.” People who knew
me as a movie actor call me by my alias “latigo.” Some members of Sikaran call me “Supremo.”
Do not mistake this word for supreme being (God). In Filipino “Supremo” means leader or head
of a group. Andres Bonifacio, leader of the Katipunan was called Supremo (highest rank or

leader in the Katipunan). Luis Taruc was called Supremo as the leader of the infamous
Hukbalahap (Hukbo ng bayan laban sa hapon). I am called Sikaran Supremo because I am the
leader and the highest authority in Sikaran.

FMAdigest: Personally, what you think of the state of the Filipino martial arts today and what
you think would bring the Filipino martial arts to greater recognition throughout the world.
Meliton Geronimo: I can only talk about Sikaran. There are several Sikaran schools in the
Philippines and all over the world, some are legitimate and some are not. Almost all the
legitimate schools are affiliated with the Pandaigdigang Kapatirang Sikaran ng Pilipinas (World
Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines). We are trying to get all schools who claim to be
teaching Sikaran to affiliate with us and take advantage of training, legitimizing, and upgrading
their skill in Sikaran. We have training facilities in Baras, Rizal for this purpose. Your magazine
is in a very advantageous position to fulfill this dream. In the national level, there is presently a
bill in congress (that has passed the first reading) authored by Congresswoman Adelina
Rodriguez-Zaldriagga naming Sikaran the National Martial Art of the Philippine sent a bill in the
senate (to go on the first reading) prepared by Jessie Rocales, Chief of Staff of Senator Lito
Lapid, making Sikaran a mandatory Physical Education curriculum and providing the necessary
funding for its implementation by the Department of Education.

FMAdigest: There are a lot of different Organizations, Federations, Associations, etc. in the
Filipino martial arts, of course personal ones like LESKAS, Modern Arnis, LASI, Serrada,
Illustrisimo, Doce Pares to name just a few. then there are organizations which are made up of
the different organizations such as National Filipino martial arts, Philippine Counsel of Kali,
Eskrima, Arnis Masters), etc. Do you ever think the Filipino martial arts will come under just
one banner?
Meliton Geronimo: There is only one legitimate Sikaran Organization and that is the Pandaigdigang Kapatirang Sikaran ng Pilipinas (World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines). Any
other group claiming to be a Sikaran Organization, which is not affiliated with the Pandaigdigang Kapatirang Sikaran ng Pilipinas is fraudulent. I have heard about other people claiming to
be Masters, even Grandmasters of Sikaran. You can check their credentials and you will find out
they are dubious. The practice of Sikaran as it is known today started in the 1950’s in Baras,
Rizal, under my leadership. In 1958 the Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines was formed. The
Pandaigdigang Kapatirang Sikaran ng Pilipinas has a master roster of every member of the
World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines from the day it was established. If you check, you
will see that some of these people claiming to be Masters and Grandmasters were at one time our
student but were expelled for one reason or another, but mainly for conduct unbecoming. Then
there are those who take advantage of people’s gullibility and to validate whatever they are
teaching call it Sikaran. As far as Arnis de Mano is concerned, President Ray Velayo must take
the initiative to bring together all the Arnis groups under the banner of Arnis Philippines.

FMAdigest: Now it seems that some of the Filipino martial arts are claiming to become a hybrid
art. What is the reason or your feeling of this?

Meliton Geronimo: Most who are claiming that theirs is a hybrid art are those whose art do not
have an authentic and legitimate origin. Their art has no verifiable source and that is why they
say they “combine” the different arts into a hybrid art. Sikaran is a complete art. As an art of
fighting, kicks are emphasized because the legs are more powerful and have a longer reach.
However, the hands are also used for striking and thrusting. Submission techniques, takedowns
and throws are all part of Sikaran. In contests and competitions, however, there are rules
prohibiting certain techniques for the sake of safety. If you practice an authentic and complete
fighting art, such as Sikaran, and you do it well, you will not have to practice a “hybrid” art.
THE ONLY TWO 9th DEGREE RED AND WHITE BELTS PROMOTED TO PANTAS
(MASTER) BY SUPREMO MELITON C. GERONIMO, 10th DEGREE RED BELT.

Pantas Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr.
President, Chairman of the Board

Pantas Jaime C. Geronimo
Chief Instructor

MELITON S. GERONIMO, JR., is unwilling to use the title of President on his byline,
until it is officially announced on March 10, 2015 at the headquarters of the World Sikaran
Brotherhood of the Philippines, in Baras, Rizal, in the presence of the different National and
Country Regional Directors and members of the Municipal Board of Baras, and the
Provincial Board of Rizal.

EVOLUTION OF CERTIFICATES
By: Pantas Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr.
9th Degree Red and White Belt
World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines
International Vice-President

It was in 1958 when the Karate (SIKARAN) Brotherhood of the Philippines started
issuing certificates. At that time, there was only one certificate. It was the Certificate of
Promotion, and was issued only to black belts. No certificate was issued to the lower grades.
There was no certificate of membership. Instead of a certificate of membership, an identification
card was issued.
The reason for this is purely economics. In the early days of the Karate (SIKARAN)
Brotherhood of the Philippines, Meliton C. Geronimo, was not charging for teaching or for
certificates. Expenses of the association, including printing of certificates, were shouldered by
Meliton Geronimo himself. Unlike other associations, Geronimo's Brotherhood, was not a
commercial school. He accepts donations but does not charge for his services.
For record-keeping purposes, however, the Brotherhood kept four journals. The first
journal has a consecutive listing of members. This journal had five columns: the Registration
Number; the Date of Membership; the Name and Address of the Member; the Name of the
School or Club; and a Column for Comments.
The second journal has a listing of the lower grades from white belt to brown belt. This
journal had ten columns: the first column is for the Name; three columns for the Date of
Promotion to three grades in White Belt; three columns for the Date of Promotion to the three
grades in Green Belt; and three columns for the Date of Promotion to the three grades in Brown
Belt.
The third journal has a listing of black belts with different rows. The first row is the
Registration number; the second row is the name of the person; then there are nine rows for the
date of promotion to the appropriate degree. Then there are several columns for comments and
the name of the school or club.
The fourth journal was a diary-type record that Meliton Geronimo kept to keep track of
people who comes to visit him at the association's headquarters.
Since 1958, the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines has maintained these
journals.
To keep up with commercial schools, Meliton Geronimo decided to issue certificates.
The general layout of the certificate of Promotion in the Black Belt Degree was patterned after
like most martial arts certificates with borders ranging from mythical animals such as the dragon,
and real animals like the eagle, reptile, tiger, or other animals that are both dangerous and wild
but in some ways suggest some connection to the martial arts.
The Karate (SIKARAN) Brotherhood of the Philippines has a figure of the Philippine
eagle as the centerpiece of the border of the certificate. The border was the wings of the eagle
arranged to somehow look like a row of flowers or feathers. There were changes in the
appearance of the certificate, but mostly the color of the border, and the size. Originally colored
gold, the color was changed to red, then back to gold, and then back to red again. There was no
major change in the certificate of promotion.

In 2009, Grandmaster Meliton C. Geronimo, decided that it was time to change the
certificates. His first requirement was to make the borders of all the certificates (promotion,
membership, recognition, appreciation, etc.) the same,
so that at first glance it will be obvious that the
certificate was issued by the World Sikaran Brotherhood
of the Philippines. The border must have a special
significance to the Brotherhood. The language used
must both be Filipino (to mean that Sikaran is a Filipino
art) and English, because Sikaran is now an international
art.
Several sample certificates were submitted to
Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo. There was even a
sample that was executed in the ancient Filipino script
of Baybayin. There are some who use the term alibata.
Due to common usage, alibata is now accepted.
Grandmaster Meliton C. Geronimo,
However, the term alibata was coined by Paul R.
reviewing a sample Certificate of
Verzosa, only as late as 1914, in the New York Public
Promotion, in 2009.
Library Manuscript Research Division, and introduced
to the Filipino public in 1921. The term alibata was based on the Maguindanao arrangement of
letters of the alphabet after the Arabic: alif, ba, ta (alibata), in a harmonious succession of words
that was pleasing to the ears.
Several officers of the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines showed interest in
the use of the Filipino script of Baybayin, but after careful consideration, Grandmaster Meliton
Geronimo, decided that the use of alibata is not practical. The use of alibata cannot even be
considered nationalistic in as much as alibata was never and is not used in any government
document. Since the 16th century, Filipinos have used Roman alphabet.
Grandmaster Meliton C. Geronimo approved the final design of the certificates on March
10, 2012. However, the new certificate was not issued until October 2013. The first recipients of
the new certificates were the new Sikaran Black Belts in the United States who passed their
examination after the Sikaran Second Annual Gathering and Seminar held in New Jersey. The
Certificates of promotion carried the printed signature of Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo in red
and the signatures of Master Jaime Geronimo, Chief Instructor and Examiner and Mantas
Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr. International Vice-President.
The first recipients of the new Certificate of Promotion were:
1. Ron Parente
2nd Degree Black Belt New Jersey
2. Marlon Hudak
2nd Degree Black Belt New Jersey
3. Christian Herrera
1st Degree Black Belt New Jersey
4. Jonathan Magpantay
1st Degree Black Belt New Jersey
5. David McMillan
1st Degree Black Belt New Jersey
6. Kristine Lledo-Velasquez 1st Degree Black Belt New Jersey
7. Kathlou Lledo
1st Degree Black Belt New Jersey
8. Linda Roach
1st Degree Black Belt New Jersey
9. Richard Lundy
2nd Degree Black Belt Nebraska
10. Bruce Kulpaca
1st Degree Black Belt
Utah
11. Andrew Muxen
1st Degree Black Belt
South Dakota
12. Dennis Feller
1st Degree Black Belt
South Dakota

13. Ben Geary
14. Abel Colon
15. Gregg Gonzales
16. Lee Fjelstad
17. Carol Linn
18. Brandon Yoder
19. Jenny Glas
20. Thomas Collins
21. Cindy Jacobs

1st Degree Black Belt
1st Degree Black Belt
1st Degree Black Belt
2nd Degree Black Belt
2nd Degree Black Belt
1st Degree Black Belt
1st Degree Black Belt
2nd Degree Black Belt
1st Degree Black Belt

South Dakota
Florida
Florida
Florida
North Dakota
North Dakota
North Dakota
Washington
Idaho

The New Certificates of Promotion, both for the lower grades and the higher ranks and all
other certificates carried many changes. The most noticeable change is the border. All
Certificates have the same bamboo border. However, the size and printing orientation are not the
same. All the requirements of the Grandmaster were fulfilled. At first glance, it is obvious that
the certificate is issued by the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines, because of the
bamboo border. The bamboo border, likewise has a very significant meaning.
NEW CERTIFICATE OF PROMOTION TO BLACK BELT DEGREE
NOW AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE

The bamboo is the most popular plant in Asia, and for that matter, the Philippines.
Bamboo groves may be found in almost every village in the Philippines. The bamboo needs very
little care to grow and flourish. Bamboo is the fastest growing plant on earth, reaching their full
height in a single season. The bamboo lasts through all seasons. The bamboo is a combination of
upright integrity and accommodating flexibility. It is the perfect balance of grace and strength, or
the spiritual, and the physical. When the storm comes, the bamboo bends with the wind. When
the storm ceases, it resumes its upright position. Its ability to cope with adversity and still stand
firmly without losing its original ground is inspirational to a nation that has constantly suffered
calamities, such as the Philippines. Bamboo personifies the life of simplicity. The drooping
bamboo leaves cross one another, suggesting tranquility. The young branches at the top of the
bamboo trunk will not grow at the same angle as the older branches below, in order to allow
sunlight for their elders. When the young shoots emerge from the roots, they are under the shade
of the older bamboo branches. Such a spirit reflects the young respecting the old as well as the
old protecting the young. They are used as building materials, for food, and as decorative plants
for gardens and homes. They may be used as shields and also as weapons.
It is the quality of the bamboo that makes it comparable to Sikaran. Sikaran teaches the
young to respect the old and the old to protect the young. The bamboo may serve as protective
armor, and when needed a deadly weapon.
The new border of the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines is now more
symbolic of Sikaran. The single top bamboo pole depicts the lone Sikaran Grandmaster Meliton
C. Geronimo. The single bottom pole depicts his successor, Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr. Supporting
these single bamboo poles are four bamboo poles, which are representation of the four
grandmasters who promoted Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo to the 10th degree Red Belt. They
are Koichi Kondo of Japan, Kwai Byeung Yun of Korea, Chua Tiong Ki of China, and Hwang
Kee of Korea.
Embossed on the stylized Philippine Flag is the Philippine Eagle or Haribon (Haring
Ibon), a symbol that represents Meliton C. Geronimo.
Originally called Monkey-eating
Eagle, the name was officially changed to
Philippine Eagle in 1978. The scientific
name Phitecophaga Jefferyi means
monkey eater. It is the largest, rarest, and
most majestic of the breed that has a
wingspan of about 8 feet. It is native to the
Philippines, and is known locally as
Haribon or Haring Ibon (King Bird). In
1995, President Fidel Ramos declared the
Supremo Meliton "Haribon" Geronimo, with RP
President Fidel Ramos.

Philippine Eagle as a national emblem
with proclamation No. 615. Like the
Haribon, Grandmaster Meliton C.

Geronimo, is the "largest of the breed, rarest of the specie, and most majestic of its kind."
Grandmaster Meliton C. Geronimo has accomplished an extraordinary deed that nobody has ever
done before or since.
The words on the certificate is Filipino (depicting it as a Filipino art) and English
(depicting it is now as an international art).
The certificate carries the signature of Grandmaster Meliton C. Geronimo as the authority
in the promotion of the individual in holding the rank indicated on the certificate. This authority
is attested by Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr., as President and Chairman of the Board of Directors.
There will be no other signatures, except in the Certificate of Promotion in the lower grades and
the Certificate of Membership. In both certificates, the signature of the Regional Director will
accompany the signature of the Chairman of the Board of Directors.

TRANSLATION
Certificate
Membership
Member
Promotion
Grade
Degree
White belt
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Green belt
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Brown belt
First Grade
Second Grade
`
Third Grade
Plain black belt
Probationary black belt
Honorary black belt
Black belt
First Degree
Second Degree
Third Degree
Fourth Degree
Fifth Degree
Sixth Degree
Seventh Degree

Katibayan / Katunayan
Pagkasanib , pagkasapi
Kasapi /kasanib
Pagtaas
Baytang, hakbang
Antas
Sagisag na puti, sagisang ng kaalaman
Unang Baytang sagisag na puti/ kaalaman
Ikalawang Baytang sagisag na puti / kaalaman
Ikatlong Baytang sagisag na puti / kaalaman
Sagisag na luntian , sagisag ng kaunlaran
Unang Baytang Sagisag na Luntian/kaunlaran
Ikalawang baytang sagisag na luntian/kaunlaran
Ikatlong baytang agisag na luntian/kaunlaran
Sagisag na kayumanggi, sagisag ng kahusayan
Unang baytang sagisag na kayumanggi / kahusayan
Ikalawang baytang sagisag na kayumanggi
`/kahusayan
Ikatlong baytang sagisag na kayumanggi/ kahusayan
Basal na sagisag na itim
Pansamantalang Sagisag na itim
Pandangal na Sagisag na Itim
Sagisag na itim
Unang antas sagisag na itim
Ikalawang antas sagisag na itim
Ikatlong antas sagisag na itim
Ikaapat na antas sagisag na itim
Ikalimang antas sagisag na itim
Ikaanim na antas sagisag na itim
Ikapitong antas sagisag na itim

Eight Degree
Ninth Degree Red and
White belt
Tenth Degree Red Belt

Ikawalong antas sagisag na itim
Ikasiyam na antas sagisag na pula at puti
Ikasampung antas sagisag na pula

With the expansion of the World Sikaran Brotherhood into a worldwide organization, it
became necessary to provide funds through payment of dues, and certificates. The Board of
Directors assessed the following fees, subject to change and adjustment based on the current
economic condition:
CERTIFICATE
LOCAL CHARGE
FOREIGN CHARGE
PhP
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
Membership /ID card
Renewal of ID
PhP
100.00
US$
15.00 (30.00)
PhP
400.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
Instructor's License
Certificate of Promotion
1 Stripe White Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
2 Stripes White Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
3 Stripes White Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
1 Stripe Green Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
2 Stripes Green Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
3 Stripes Green Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
1 Stripe Brown Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
2 Stripes Brown Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
3 Stripes Black Belt
Php
350.00
US$
20.00 (40.00)
Black Belt Degrees
1st Degree Black Belt
Php
360.00
US$
25.00 (50.00)
2nd Degree Black Belt
Php
370.00
US$
25.00 (50.00)
3rd Degree Black Belt
Php
380.00
US$
25.00 (50.00)
4th Degree Black Belt
Php
390.00
US$
30.00 (60.00)
5th Degree Black Belt
Php
400.00
US$
30.00 (60.00)
6th Degree Black Belt
Php
410.00
US$
30.00 (60.00)
7th Degree Black Belt
Php
420.00
US$
30.00 (60.00)
8th Degree Black Belt
Php
430.00
US$
35.00 (70.00)
9th Degree Red/White Belt Php
440.00
US$
35.00 (70.00)
Chapter Membership
Regional Chapter
Php
400.00
US$
50.00 (100.00)
Municipal / State Chapter
Php
400.00
US$
50.00 (100.00)
District / Club
Php
400.00
US$
50.00 (100.00)
($) Amount in bold includes 50% subsidy to the Country / Regional Fund

Grades and / or ranks issued, unless properly registered in the Official Black
Belt Registry in the possession of Pantas Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr., will not be
honored and will be considered bogus and fake.
To find out your registered rank you can get in touch with MELITON S.
GERONIMO, JR., at:
sikaranmaster@gmail.com
Or ELPIDIO SELETARIA, JR., at:
jseletaria1542@yahoo.com

THIS IS THE ONLY RECOGNIZED SIKARAN CERTIFICATE OF
PROMOTION

EAST COAST SHINES IN SIKARAN
By: Louelle Lledo, Jr.
9th Degree Red and White Belt
WSBP State Director for New Jersey
The month of June is exceptionally bright for the East Coast. The WSBP State Director
for Florida was promoted to the position of World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines USA
Regional Chapter Director. Mantas Andy Sanano, 9th Degree Red and White Belt, now holds the
position of Florida State Director and the USA Regional Chapter Director.
As icing on the cake of his WSBP appointment, Any Sanano received other honorifics.
He was inducted into the Society of Black Belts of America, with the rank of Grandmaster.
SAndy's unrelenting efforts in the promotion and propagation of the martial arts were also
recognized by the SwordStick Society of the East Coast.

The culmination of Andy Sanano's "days of glory," came on June 1, 2014, when he,
Mantas Louelle Lledo, Jr., and Mantas Rommel Guiveses held a Sikaran and Arnis Workshop in
Jackson, New Jersey at the Pinoy Dragon Sikaran Martial Arts School of Marlon Hudak, 2nd
Degree black Belt.
Other Sikaran Black Belts who assisted the three Senior Instructors were, Marlon Hudak,
Ron Parente, David McMillan, and Kathlou "Tox Lledo.
Matawguro Ritchie Acosta of New York with some students was also in attendance.
Acosta and Mantas Rommel Guiveses made plans to hold several Sikaran classes and Workshop,
in Manhattan, New York.

Dr. John Hsi Lee, Executive Director of the United Fellowship of Martial Artists of the
East Coast, invited Ritchie Acosta and Rommel Guiveses to attend the next UFOMA Hall of
Fame Banquet this coming September to be held in Philadelphia.

Mantas Louelle Lledo, Jr. introduces the instructors of the Sikaran-Arnis Seminar. From
left: David McMillan, Ron Parente, Ritchie Acosta (in black uniform), Andy Sanano,
Marlon Hudak, and Rommel Guiveses.

Marlon Hudak and Louelle Lledo, Jr.

Andy Sanano (right) leads the class.

A happy Sikaran Gathering.

No Filipino gathering is complete without
barbeque………………..

lumpia, and other goodies…………

Mantas Rommel Guiveses, teaching students of Pinoy Dragon
Sikaran Martial Arts School the intricacies of Sikaran.

SIKARAN AND ARNIS DE MANO
By: Leon Utiripse
Quatro Puntas Kruzada
All fighting arts have one common purpose, self-preservation. Dictated by the need for a
means to defend oneself, all defensive and offensive maneuvers evolved out of man’s natural
reflex actions. These reflexive actions were developed to effective techniques and then to
systems of fighting. This instinctive and basic human demand explains the commonality of the
different fighting arts.
The Filipino fighting arts, a higher-level physical manifestation of pure survival instinct,
have a parallel but independent beginning from arts of other countries and have a history that
dates back before the Spanish colonization of the Philippines that began in 1521.
Questions were asked why there is no written record of the history of the country, much
less the fighting arts. Dr. H. Otley Beyer, prominent anthropologist and scientist (Tektites and
Moon Stones) who made Philippines his home and married a native princess from the Mountain
Province, in a book entitled “The Philippines before Magellan” wrote that “an over-zealous
Spanish friar boasted of having destroyed more than 300 scrolls written in the native
character.” It is possible that the Christian Spaniards tried to eradicate all traces of pre-Hispanic
history because of their disdain for Philippine culture that was based on paganism.
The history of Filipino fighting arts, both armed and unarmed, and the existence of
schools where these arts were learned was mentioned, albeit too briefly, by the Spaniard
Pigafetta in his chronicles of the exploits of Ferdinand Magellan. Word of mouth, which was
passed on by the masters to their students and down the line to the present, filled in the missing
parts to make up a loosely, sometimes even iffy, but generally accurate accepted history of the
Filipino fighting arts.
Centuries before the Europeans were even aware of the existence of the island chain, later
to be known as Philippines, the inhabitants were already adept in the combative arts, both armed
and unarmed. This was brought about by the need for self-preservation and protection against
marauding pirates, outlaws and various feudal chieftains.
The Filipino Fighting Art had only one purpose – to kill in order to survive and the
Filipinos go to battle with only one thing in mind, to kill or be killed. With this ingrained in their
consciousness, the Filipino Fighting Arts were based on the principle of one strike – one kill.
With commerce, foreign fighting arts greatly influenced the native systems of Buno and
SIKARAN, not so much in techniques but in the organization of techniques for a more structured
and systematic training method. Buno, a native form of wrestling, laid emphasis in the use of the
hands and was popular among the fishermen of the coastal towns. SIKARAN, a foot-fighting
system was popular among the farmers of the big island of Luzon, particularly the province of
Rizal.
This division was brought about by physiological, and geographical influences. Due to
the very nature of their occupation, fishermen have greater upper body strength and therefore
favored a physical activity that utilizes more upper body strength. Farmers, whose lower body is
more developed, favored foot-fighting maneuvers.
Buno was never elevated into a formalized art. It became accepted as an activity to while
one’s time away rather than a sport or art. Interestingly, however, most Filipino wrestlers have
their start from Buno. Another vernacular term for Buno is Dumog or Barog.

SIKARAN followed a different path. By constantly improving the use of the bare hands
and feet in striking, parrying, blocking, off-balancing, and disarming techniques by joint
reversal, SIKARAN became a formalized unarmed fighting system.
Together with reading and writing the native script, the systems of using the pana (bow
and arrow), the sibat (spear), the punyal (dagger), the kalis (broadsword), other bladed weapons,
and alternative weapons were learned as a part of the rite of passage to adulthood. Moreover,
different sections of the country developed their own regional systems of fighting. Even
individual families, mixing in their philosophy and beliefs, set up their own unique methods of
fighting. The Filipino Fighting Arts kept on evolving. This instilled the spirit of the mandirigma
(warrior) in every Filipino. This also gave birth to various several styles of fighting with different
names, but of the same basic system.
With the widespread Spanish conquest of the Philippines, training in the fighting systems
was banned. Possession of blades, customarily used for fighting, such as the kalis, kampilan,
bangkantuli, barong and other curved blades, was strictly prohibited. Even possession of the karit
(sickle), was prohibited giving birth to the dulos (reaper), a small finger-maneuvered version of
the harvesting tool, which served as the forerunner of the kudlit.
The sibat (spear) and pana (bow and arrow), fundamentally hunting weapons, were
banned. The Spanish authorities were afraid the guardia civil (civil guard) or the soldados
(Spanish soldiers), will be ambushed by the Filipino revolutionaries using these weapons. It was
also against the law to possess a kalasag or karasak (shield) because the Spaniard’s escopeta
(musket) had a hard time penetrating it. Possession of limited types of implements used for food
production purpose such as the straight edge itak or gulok was allowed, under close restrictions.
The Spaniards, however, were unable to stamp out the fighting systems altogether. The
fighting systems underwent changes. With the changes came innovation, improvisation,
modification, and organization of techniques thereby elevating the fighting systems to fighting
arts.
The Filipino Fighting Arts were called different names in different regions. Some call
them kali, some call them estokada, some call them eskrima, others call them espada y daga,
others still call them by the description of the movement as sinawali, cruzada, tirada batanguena,
korto o largo kadena, abaniko, sinko tiros and other colorful and descriptive nomenclatures. To
conceal the nature of the system some were called by the name of the people who developed
them.
Distributed in the more or less 7,110 island chain (depending on the tide) are over 87
Filipino dialects and it is safe to assume that there is at least about the same number of schools of
the same system called differently.
However, no matter what name the system was called, the Spaniards had a collective
name for the Filipino Fighting Arts – Armas de Mano, (weapons of the hand). Sometimes it was
also called Arnes de Mano (harness of the hand - the archaic meaning of which is military armor
or equipment. With the passage of time, the art was Pilipinized to Arnis de Mano.
The confiscation and outlawing of weapons created a fertile environment for the
development and propagation of an ancient system of physical activity using the empty hands
and the bare feet in offensive and defensive maneuvers. This physical activity was eventually
called SIKARAN. The Spanish authorities viewed the system as a pastime and recreational
activity, rather than an unarmed system of fighting that could very well be lethal. The Spaniards,
being armed with muskets and swords, did not consider it a threat.

There is no written history or record of SIKARAN. What is known about SIKARAN was
passed on word of mouth from generation to generation. In fact, it is unequivocally believed that
the first authoritative and only complete written account about SIKARAN, is the History of
Sikaran that appeared in the book "SIKARAN, The Fighting Art of the Filipino Farmer." This
written account is based, not on history books or official archives. It is the unimpeachable
recollection of the people who were part of SIKARAN from its inception.
When The Province of Rizal
passed a resolution naming Sikaran the
Provincial Sport of the Province of Rizal,
they mandated that Arnis be incorporated,
hence the title World Sikaran-Arnis
Brotherhood of the Philippines became
the official name of the association.
However, in deference to Arnis
Philippines, the recognized National
Sports Association of Arnis, sanctioned
by the Philippine Olympic Committee, the
term Arnis was dropped from the World
Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines.

Mantas Louelle Lledo, Jr., (red jacket) with
Master Art Eng, of Philadelphia Wing Chun Kung
Fu.
Mantas Louelle Lledo, Jr., is a 9th Degree Red
and White Belt in the World Sikaran Brotherhood
of the Philippines, of which he is also State
Director for New Jersey. He co-founded the
Matawguro Association, an organization of Arnis
de Mano Master Teachers.

"Even when having fun in a picture MG Lledo
emanates deadly intent. Just look in his eyes!
(So glad he likes me :)" Dr. Ron Parente.

There is one very big difference between
Filipino Sikaran and Japanese Karate . In
the Filipino fighting art of Sikaran, before
the student learns the empty hand
maneuvers he is introduced to the
weapons art. In the Japanese art, it is the
reverse. The Japanese start with empty
hand art then progresses to weapons art. It
is not surprising that when a Sikaranista
reaches Black Belt, he is already well
versed in Arnis de Mano.

Louelle Lledo, Jr., and daughter Kathlou Lledo
demonstrating arnis de Mano in Philadelphia Chinatown.

Mantas Louelle "Kamao" Lledo, Jr. training with Master "Smoking Sticks" Rodel
Dagooc of Dagooc Arnis System (DAS)

Meantime, in Post Falls, Idaho students of Andy Sanano's Martial Arts School was
holding a seminar attended by students from Washington State, Idaho, Nebraska, Iowa, and the
Dakotas. Mantas Andy Sanano, 9th Degree Red and White Belt in the World Sikaran
Brotherhood of the Philippines is also the State Director for Florida. He is the other co-founder
of the Matawguro Arnis de Mano Master Teachers organization.
On Easter weekend, Hall of Famer, Mantas Andy Sanano 9 th Degree Red & White Belt
Reg. # 844 Florida Sikaran State Director, World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines
(WSBP) was the guest of Northwest Martial Arts in Post Falls, Idaho. The Northwest school
offers Aikido as well as Arnis De Mano/Sikaran in weekly classes. The Northwest gym hosted
the Mantas as he presented an Arnis De Mano/Sikaran seminar. Mantas Sanano teaches the
Trecehampas System of his family from the Philippines. Mantas Sanano presents Arnis/Sikaran
seminars in Post Falls two to three times per year and is well received by those attending the
events. He is well known worldwide for his dynamic style of teaching and brings the in-depth
knowledge of many of the Asian martial arts including the Filipino arts of Arnis and Sikaran .
The seminar was held on Friday evening and all day Saturday. The participants, with
various levels of martial arts training, came from other martial arts schools as well as from the
host school. Participants included Master Steve DeGon from the Tangkido School in Post Falls
and Bantas Richard Lundy 2nd Degree Black Belt Sikaran (WSBP) from the Seventh Direction
School on the Omaha Indian Reservation in Nebraska., Guro Bei Beidinger from Sanano School
of Arnis/Sikaran Las Vegas, Nevada.
,
Bantas Tom Collins 2nd degree Black Belt Sikaran (WSBP) and Bantas Cindy Jacobs
1st degree Black Belt Sikaran (WSBP) hosted the event and participated with several of their
own students. Participants reported enjoying and learning a lot from the event.

Mantas Andy Sanano, 9th Degree Red and White Belt at extreme left.

Mantas Andy Sanano (right) spars with his student Tom Collins.

Mantas Andy Sanano exchanging stick blows with his students, most of who are newly promoted
Black Belts of the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines.

Meanwhile, back in the Philippines, Allan Villamor, 5th Degree Black Belt Head Instructor of
Tanay Sikaran School is teaching Barangay Tanods of Tanay the Filipino Art of Arnis de Mano.

Allan Villamor (second from left) and his assistants with the Police Officers in
charge of the Barangay Tanods' Arnis training.

Forehand Strike

Backhand Strike

Starting this issue SIKARAN TALIBA will carry parts of the book

"ORIGINAL BALANGKAS OF SIKARAN"

BALANGKAS
PATTERN OR FORMAL EXERCISE
To understand the role of balangkas in Sikaran, it is important that one first understand
the difference between Filipino Sikaran and Japanese Karate.
Historically, Sikaran is a Filipino homegrown art and sport developed by farmers of
Baras, Rizal. Originally, practitioners start with free-style fighting without any ceremonials. All
that was needed was to say; "magsikaran tayo" (let us play Sikaran). The practitioners exchange
blows until one is forced out of the arena or gives up. It is mainly a sport but also doubles as a
fighting system and winning is the ultimate goal. For all intents and purpose, Sikaran is what is
now referred to as "full contact fighting."
Initially, Sikaran is not classified as a self-defense art or even a martial art. Sikaran was
developed as a sport of the proletariat that doubled as a system of fighting. The Filipinos' martial
art and "first line of defense" is the tabak (large blade similar to a machete) and the balaraw
(smaller fixed blade knife). With the advent of Arnis de Mano, the baston (cane or stick) became
the weapon not only of choice, but of consequence.
Sikaran has a history that is centuries older than present-day Japanese Karate. There were
no drills or pre-arranged techniques in Sikaran.
Sikaran techniques are based on animal moves common in the Philippines, notably the
kabayo (horse), the kalabaw (carabao), the unggoy (monkey), the agila (eagle), the labuyo (wild
rooster descendant of the jungle fowl), the panabong (cockfight) the tagak (crane) and others.
Karate on the other hand is a martial art developed for physical and mental growth, which
later on became a sport. Balangkas or kata, in Japanese Karate, was the only means a practitioner
trains in the fighting sequences prior to the introduction of free-style fighting, which was not
until the 1930's. The practitioners face each other and in a pre-arranged manner, exchange blows
in bunkai (structured fighting based on the sequence of the kata). Karate is a Japanese "import."
According to written accounts, Karate originated from India, transported to China, then to
Okinawa, and brought to mainland Japan in the 1920's.
Both arts, however, are an effective means of fighting, using the bare hands and the feet.
The training of the Balangkas (Formal Exercises or Formal Patterns) in Sikaran is an
innovation of Meliton Geronimo. He introduced the training of Balangkas for two reasons: first;
to comply with the requirements of the Asian Karate Association to train the selected and
compulsory formal exercises as part of the Asian Karate Championships, and second to give the
Sikaran practitioner a means to practice the basic techniques in a pre-arranged choreographed
manner.
The balangkas presented in this book were developed in the late 1950's to the 1960's and
were originally intended to be presented one at a time in an Instructional Training Manual
format. Due to unforeseen circumstances, only two such manuals were published (Instructor's
Manual Series I and Series II). Other manuals never saw publication. Fortunately, I was able to
keep the only copy of the original balangkas illustrations and layouts.

Some original illustrations of some Sikaran Instructor's Manuals that were not published.

These original, unmodified balangkas (except for the Sikaran training uniform)
developed by Meliton Geronimo and approved by the Sikaran elders of Baras, are now presented
in this book form. Even the starting and ending techniques, which are considered part of the
balangkas are presented as they were originally developed.
There are balangkas that were developed in the 1970's, and although they are legitimate
and considered official Sikaran balangkas, they are not included in this book. Moreover, there
are balangkas na banyaga (foreign forms given Filipino names popular during the Asian Karate
Association period) that are still being practiced but not included in this book. However, Jimmy
Geronimo, Chief Instructor of the World Sikaran Brotherhood teaches the balangkas that are not
included in this book as part of Sikaran training. These balangkas may see publication in the
future.
Some of the marked differences in the balangkas developed in the 1960's compared to the
balangkas developed in the 1970's are the hand techniques and the execution of the kicks. In the
1960's balangkas, open hand deflections are more prevalent than the 1970's balangkas, which
utilize more closed fist "power blocks." Punching techniques are different. Sikaran punching
techniques normally start from the chest and delivered with the fist vertical at the point of
impact, as opposed to the corkscrew punch that comes from the hips with the fist in a horizontal
position as practiced in Karate. Sikaran kicks are also classified as "thrusting penetrating kicks"
using the ball of the feet for siparap (front kick) the shin bone for sipakot (roundhouse kick), the
edge of the feet for sipalid (side kick) and the back of the heel for biyakid (spinning heel kick),
unlike the "snapping slapping" kicks using the instep or the sole of the foot.
In the early stages of the Asian Karate Championships, Balangkas (Kata in Japanese,
Kuen in Chinese, Hyong in Korean) was a demonstration event but not a medal-competition
event. It was, necessary, however, to have formal exercises or patterns to classify as a physical
art. Moreover, at that period, all empty-hand fighting arts were referred to by the Japanese
generic term Karate. Hence, Sikaran was known as Philippine Karate, Tang Soo Doo as Korean
Karate, etc.

Balangkas (or fomal exercises) is a logical arrangement of defensive and offensive
maneuvers in a particular sequence. Techniques of Sikaran Balangkas were designed for actual
combat, although some may be applicable for tournaments or contests. Training in balangkas is
both mental and physical. Boldness and aggressiveness must be exhibited in performing any
balangkas. However, respect and decorum must also be practiced. The pugay (salutation), before
and after the performance of the balangkas, integrates mental and physical in a single discipline.
The 1950's to the 1970's marked the period when the practice of balangkas was at its
highest point. The knowledge of balangkas, was considered a basis of skill in Sikaran. This was a
carry-over of the ancient practice prior to the introduction of free-style sparring in Japanese
Karate. Balangkas competition eventually became a medal event. Influenced by this Japanese
trend, balangkas training became an important part, of Sikaran (then referred to as Philippine
Karate).

THE DECLINE OF BALANGKAS TRAINING
In the mid-1970's and early 1980's, training of the balangkas in Sikaran took a downward
spin.
Some Sikaranistas who were ignorant of the real purpose of balangkas training "decided"
that balangkas was after all, not as "important to be a good fighter. The decline of balangkas
training, may be attributed to two factors; first is the growing popularity of the so-called "mixed
martial arts." In this type of activity, the main goal is to defeat the opponent in any which way,
one can, just like in old Sikaran. In essence mixed martial arts is "glorified street fighting." More
often than not, size and brute force were the determining factors, with technique and strategy a
secondary consideration: second is the similarly growing popularity of the Filipino Art of Stickfighting or Arnis de Mano.
In both mixed martial arts and Arnis de Mano, there were no balangkas training or
structured drills. Only fighting maneuvers were being developed and trained. More and more
Sikaranistas, were being influenced by both arts.
In both mixed martial arts and Arnis de Mano contests, the main purpose is to knockout
the opponent, like in street fighting. The downside is too much emphasis on winning, neglecting
practice of fundamental techniques and placing too much emphasis on fighting maneuvers at the
earliest opportunity forgetting the aspect of mental development. This type of training becomes
simply a matter of "haste makes waste." There is no alternative to learning and practicing. There
are no structured drills to learn the underlying physical principles involved to maximize
effectiveness of each technique and each movement, in a step-by-step and stage-by-stage
manner. More important, the idea of the martial arts as a means of mental and spiritual
development is completely forgotten.
Since balangkas competition also was "not considered" a basis of being a good fighter,
balangkas training lost favor among Sikaranistas. They also claimed, and rightly, so, that
balangkas training was not really a part of Sikaran, rather an influence of Japanese Karate. Since
Sikaran is an independent art, even dropping the reference as Philippine Karate, it should have its
own separate and independent training personality.
Since the 1980's, only about 50% of all Sikaranistas train in the balangkas. Unfortunately,
even some seniors in Sikaran have also followed this practice.

"RE-BIRTH" OF BALANGKAS TRAINING
By and large, most seniors who made at least 5th Degree Black Belt before 1975 retained
the practice of balangkas. To this date, all original members of Sikaran Pilipinas (SIKAP) are
still actively training in the balangkas. Students who are directly training under Jimmy Geronimo
are also actively practicing Sikaran balangkas.
An American "invention," mixed martial arts," caused the "decline" of balangkas
training, and an American "invention" also caused the resurgence of balangkas training.
Enterprising exercise gurus "discovered" the benefits of the martial arts balangkas as a
physical art, without the risk of injury or the necessity of exchanging blows with an opponent.
They saw in balangkas, the defensive and offensive techniques and maneuvers that are not only
practical, but also effective. Martial arts balangkas, were incorporated in aerobic exercises. Some
balangkas, with minor to major modifications, were adopted as the exercise itself. The wisdom
of the ancient masters who systematically developed the balangkas seemed to have rubbed off on
these exercise gurus. Realizing the coherent and methodical organization of the techniques and
the formulation of the ideas, procedures, and transition from one maneuver to the other, which
offer maximum benefit, martial arts balangkas were seen and accepted as the ultimate in physical
exercise. Even new terms were coined such as "Karate-robics," "cardio-karate" and locally,
"Sika-robics." More and more people are joining schools and gymnasia to learn and train the
balangkas, without engaging in actual exchange of blows but still benefit through the physical
exercises.
"Cardio-karate" and "Sikara-robics" which once more popularized the martial arts, has
one big drawback. People who were training in so-called "cardio-karate" and "Sika-robics,"
falsely believe that they are training to be fighters. The few motion of kicks, and strikes,
incorporated in calisthenics and gymnastics, give a false confidence of training in the fighting
maneuvers.
Nevertheless, balangkas training is on the rise and all indications are it is here to stay.
In the late 1950's to the 1960's, Meliton Geronimo introduced the practice of Balangkas
in Sikaran. He developed 10 Panilangkas (elementary patterns), 10 Mau-langkas (progressive
patterns) and adopted 2 balangkas na banyaga (foreign patterns) with modifications for Sikaran
training. These two foreign balangkas, one he learned from Chinese Grandmaster Chua Tiong Ki
and one from Japanese Grandmaster Koichi Kondo (both of the Asian Karate Association), are
breathing exercises which he decided will be a great addition to Sikaran training. Further, he
gave Balangkas na Banyaga (foreign patterns) Filipino names and adopted some for Sikaran
training.
The 10 Panilangkas (panimulang balangkas) composed of basic blocks and kicks were
the first to be introduced. The Pani-langkas were influenced by Japanese Karate's closed fist
blocks and corkscrew punch that comes from the hips. To showcase Sikaran techniques in their
original form, the Panilangkas were later on simplified to the 5 Batayang Balangkas (Basic
Pattern) and the 5 Balangkas ng Kampana (4 Directional Pattern). With these simplified
patterns, the 10 Pani-langkas are slowly losing favor among "traditionalist" Siakaranistas. The
Batayang Balangkas and the Balangkas ng Kampana utilize the open-hand blocks and the
vertical punch of Sikaran. Presented in this book are the modified abbreviated forms of the
Panilangkas. The five Batayang Balangkas and the five Balangkas ng Kampana are now the

accepted official patterns. Moreover, there are schools that teach all these balangkas with various
different variations and modifications.
Presently, there are four classifications of Balangkas (patterns) in SIKARAN. The first is
the Batayang Balangkas (Basic Pattern). The second is the Balangkas ng Kampana (Pattern of
the Bell or 4-directions pattern). The third is the progressive pattern or Mau-langkas more
popularly known as Mga Balangkas ng SIKARAN. The last is the Balangkas na Banyaga
(foreign forms).
The Balangkas na Banyaga are forms or patterns of foreign origin, given Filipino names.
They are now optional, but were practiced at the time when SIKARAN was still referred to as
Philippine Karate, for acceptance in the Asian Karate Association. Interestingly, several Sikaran
schools train more on the Balangkas na Banyaga (foreign forms, learned through films, books
and videos) than the Balangkas ng Sikaran. This is due largely to the fact that Sikaran balangkas
developed by Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo were not readily available to all Sikaran
practitioners. The lack of visual aid, written and illustrated balangkas, except the pictures and
illustrations I managed to save, also did not help. Unlike Japanese Karate, there also are no
videos or visual aid in Sikaran from where practitioners can learn the balangkas. This book is the
first and only illustrated version of the original balangkas as developed by Grandmaster Meliton
Geronimo with the assistance and sanction of the Sikaran elders. This lack of visual reference
also caused a lot of modifications, variations and "creation" of their own balangkas by some
practitioners and instructors.
The batayang balangkas are composed of five basic patterns, all involving the practice of
the kicks in their basic form. The pattern is executed on a straight line, 3 steps forward, turn
around and another 3 steps forward going the opposite direction, then turn around to assume
original position. Open-hand blocks, crescent kicks and other hand techniques are involved in the
basic patterns.
The Balangkas ng Kampana (Pattern of the Bell), derived its name for the 4-directions of
attack, which like the bell will ring no matter what part you hit. Another reason that is known
only to those who are close to Meliton Geronimo, Kampana (Bell) is the nickname given to him
by his SIKARAN masters on his birth, which was heralded by the ringing of the bells in Baras.
When Balangkas ng Kampana were first adopted, the only techniques were the five basic
kicks, the SIPARAP (front kick), the SIPAKOT (roundhouse kick), the SIPALID (side kick), the
SIPANG KABAYO (back kick) and the BIYAKID (spinning heel kick). Incorporated in the
balangkas are open hand blocks and other hand techniques. A kicking block SIPAKAN (crescent
kick) is also incorporated. There are five Balangkas ng Kampana , which are performed from a
right-handed fighter orientation and from a left-handed fighter orientation.
For variation, some enterprising instructors incorporated various hand and leg techniques
in different sequences but still called it Balangkas ng Kampana.
The balangkas, were designed to develop both the “strong side” and “weak side” of the
practitioner. They create “muscle memory” and develop the motor nerves to act, react and proact in the same manner with the same power and energy.
The mau-langkas or Balangkas ng SIKARAN, are more complex in arrangement than the
batayang balangkas and the balangkas ng kampana. However, compared to balangkas of other
arts, Sikaran balangkas are simpler and shorter. Some techniques in Sikaran Balangkas may be
applicable for tournaments or contests. However, the balangkas were developed with combative
and defensive applications as the primary purpose.

The twelve Maulangkas developed in the 1960's and were initially intended as a
requirement for antas (degree) promotion to the Sagisag na Itim (Black Belt) are:
1. Balangkas ng Unang Sikaran
2. Balangkas ng Ikalawang Sikaran
3. Balangkas ng Baras (Originally conceived as Ikatlong Sikaran)
4. Balangkas ng Rumagit
5. Balangkas ng Tagak
6. Balangkas ng Tungkong-bato
7. Balangkas ng Gapasin
8. Balangkas ng Kalasin
9. Balangkas ng Buhawi
10. Balangkas ng Hagibis
11. Balangkas ng Bagwis ng Haribon
12. Balangkas ng Pagaspas ng Labuyo
All the above progressive balangkas utilize the original open-hand blocks of Sikaran.
Fore-fist punches in the progressive balangkas are based on Sikaran punching, where the vertical
punch is delivered from the chest, not like the corkscrew punch, also called Karate punch, where
the fist comes from the hips .
The Balangkas ng Bagwis ng Haribon (Haring Ibon or Philippine Eagle) is performed
slowly with marked muscle contraction that is based on an original Chinese Kuen Grandmaster
Meliton Geronimo learned from Chinese Grandmaster Chua Tiong Ki, with slight modifications
to suit his physical capability. There are no kicks in these balangkas. They utilize open hand
techniques on hour-glass stance and the dynamic breathing is designed to clear the mind and
toughen the body, and strengthen the internal organs especially those involved in the respiratory
system. All the movements in the Balangkas ng Bagwis ng Haribon are executed slowly.
However, the movements in the Balangkas ng Pagaspas ng Labuyo, which he learned from
Japanese Grandmaster Koichi Kondo, are combination slow and fast techniques.
All Balangkas (Formal Exercises) have the following in common:


All Balangkas start and end at the same place because they have a definite pattern and
every stance has a definite distance.



All Balangkas are designed as an organized set of techniques against an individual
and sometimes multiple imaginary opponents.



Proper breathing is an important part of every Balangkas technique. Some techniques
are performed with silent inhalation and exhalation. Some techniques are performed
with silent inhalation and loud guttural exhalation. As a sign of the culmination of a
particular set of techniques, exhalation is performed in the manner of BUNYAW
(concentrated forceful and vocalized exhalation).



All Balangkas techniques have a practical defensive or offensive application or both
at the same time.



Timing and paslik (focus) also known in its Filipino spelling of pokus, are very
important components of all Balangkas. There are techniques executed fast, there are
techniques executed slowly with dynamic tension or muscle contraction and there are
techniques that are delivered continuously without hesitation. Twisting of the hips
and locking the whole body as one unit with every technique, are important to proper
focus.

STARTING POSITION OF ALL BALANGKAS

1

2

3

4

5

1. Stand in parallel toes (natural) stance
2. Slide left foot next to right foot and assume an open toes stance at the
same time bring right fist on left palm.
3. Tip head slightly forward to perform a standing salutation (shown side view)
4. In a loud and clear voice say the name of the balangkas as you bring head up.
5. Slide left foot to the left to assume parallel toes stance exhaling as you
bring open hands down to the sides.

ENDING POSITION OF ALL BALANGKAS

1

2

3

4

5

1. Assume parallel toes stance.
2. Slide left foot next to right foot as you inhale and bring right fist on left palm.
3. Execute a standing salutation by tipping head forward (shown side view).
4. Bring head up keeping right fist on left palm.
5. Slide left foot to the left to assume parallel toes stance and exhale as
you bring open hands down to the sides.

IMPORTANT NOTE - THE STARTING POSITION AND THE
ENDING POSITION TECHNIQUES ARE ALL
PART OF EACH BALANGKAS.

NEXT ISSUE WE WILL FEATURE THE BATAYANG
BALANGKAS
(FUNDAMENTAL PATTERNS)

WORLD SIKARAN BROTHERHOOD OF THE PHILIPPINES
GOLDEN JUBILEE AND HALL OF FAME
By: Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr.
9th Degree Red and White Belt # 697
WSBP International Vice-President
On November 6, 2016, The World Sikaran Brotherhood of the Philippines will celebrate
its golden anniversary. It was on November 6, 1966 when the Asian Karate Association,
composed of Japan, Korea, China and the Phillipines recognized Sikaran as a distinct unarmed
fighting art of Filipino origin and named Meliton Geronimo Grandmaster with the rank of 10th
Degree Red Belt.
It is no coincidence that November 6, 1966 has a close harmonic connection to the
element of fire. November 6, 1966 is a Sunday, a holyday. In the Gregorian calendar, it is the
310th day of the year. There are 55 days remaining until the end of this year.
November 6, 1966 falls under the zodiac sign of Scorpio. The modern birthstone for this
month is Topaz.
The mythical animal representative of this date is the Horse. Interestingly, the first two
kicks of Sikaran were influenced by the horse. The front leg kick is called padamba in Sikaran
and the rear leg kick is called sipang kabayo.
In the very old art of astrology, fire is the element on this date. It is no surprise that when
Meliton C. Geronimo was born on March 10, 1927, the sphere of influence of his birth is the
element of fire.
Sikaran is like the element of fire. It is associated with energy, assertiveness, and passion.
Sikaran, like fire does not know fear or doubt. There is no mean tricks in Sikaran, and like fire it
consumes everything on its path. Sikaran is an important part of Filipino culture and vital to the
development of Philippine civilization
Spiritual Fire. Fire stands for emotions free from restraint, such as love and happiness, but also
hatred and anger. Fire stands for fair fight. Fire does not need mean tricks or dirty techniques.
Fire is the element burning in your consciousness, moving you to fight for the things you believe
in, in a manner that is fair and square. Fire represents a vision, a quality, a conviction, not only as
a commitment but also a realization. If the Fire has caught something, it fights for it until it has
consumed it or has burned it down, destroyed it. It can be extinguished or it can extinguish by
itself. Fire doesn’t know fear or doubt. It doesn’t know mercy or shame either. If it wants
something, it will get over everything on its path to get it. Fire also stands for inspiration,
compassion, love, longing and lust.

This jubilee will be marked by festivities worthy of this grand event. A Sikaran Hall of
Fame will be held in conjunction with the Golden Anniversary.
In 1966, the original plan was to invite the Grandmasters who were invovled in the
recognition of Sikaran as a distinct fighting art from the Philippines on its 50th Anniversary. But
this will not be so. Grandmasters from Japan, Kyojiro Furusawa and Koichi Kondo have passed
away. Grandmasters Dr. Kwai Byeung Yun of Ji Do Kwan Kong Soo Doo, and Hwang Kee of
Moo Doo Kwan Tang Soo Doo of Korea have likewise passed away. With the dissolution of the
Asian Karate Association in 1970, we have lost contact with Chinese Grandmaster Chua Tiong
Ki, but there were uncomfirmed reports that he too passed away.
Only Grandmaster Meliton Geronimo is still alive, albeit at 87th years old, he is suffering
from the ill effects of several bouts with stroke.
The only other master who is still alive and was part of the early age of Sikaran is Kim
Soo Jin, now 10th Degree Red Belt of Ji Do Kwan (now a part of Korean Tae Kwon Do).
From the early beginnings of Sikaran in the Philippines, it has now spread its wings in the
four corners of the world.
The golden jubilee is still 2 years away but preparations are now being taken to insure
that it will be the greatest event in Sikaran until Novermber 6, 2066, when Sikaran celebrates its
centennial or diamond anniversary.
Significant events took place on November 6, 1966. Of course everybody in the Sikaran
world are aware that it was on this important date that the Asian Karate Association recognized
Sikaran as a distinct Filipino art of fighting and declared Meliton C. Geronimo, Grandmaster of
Sikaran with the rank of 10th Degree Red Belt.
However, the recognition of Sikaran is not the only noteworthy occurrence of that day.
There are several events that took place in November 1966. Some were good, some were not so
good. Some changed the course of history, some changed people's life.
In China Chairman Mao Tse Tung launched China's Cultural Revolution and begun the
purging of the intellectuals who were against Mao's administration.
An earthquake in Turkey left 2,394 dead and thousands injured.
In India, Indira Gandhi was elected Prime Minister.
In the field of science, Soviet Union lands Luna 9 on the moon early in the year. A few
months later the United States followed by a soft moon landing of Surveyor I.
In the field of fashion Miniskirts are in.
In the field of health, cigarette packets in the United States must carry the health
warning "Caution! Cigarette smoking may be hazardous to your health."

In the early part of 1966, Ronald Reagan enters politics becoming governor of
California.
Bill Russell, became the 1st black coach in NBA history (Boston Celtics).
Among the Sikaran members who were there on that memorable day, one who is still
very active to this date is Emmanuel es Querubin. Emmanuel Querubin is now 9th Degree Red
and White Belt and holds the appointive position of Executive and Technical Assistant to the
Grandmaster and Director for Research and Standards.

It is with a heavy heart that we are informing the
Sikaran world that Supremo Meliton C. Geronimo's
elder sister Emiliana, passed away in Santa Maria,
Southern California.
Sikaran Taliba and the rest of the Sikaran world are
extending our condolence and prayers to the Geronimo
family.
May Emiliana's spirit be with God always.

FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR-AT-LARGE

Meliton S. Geronimo, Jr.
9th Degree Red and White Belt

He is the son of Grandmaster Meliton C. Geronimo and the third
generation heir to the Geronimo Sikaran lineage. He came from the
line of Sikaran haris. His Grandfather, Cipriano Geronimo was the
last Hari of Baras, Rizal. His Great-grandfather Bonifacio
Geronimo, was the last Hari ng mga Hari. Grandmaster Meliton
Geronimo has issued a Legal Declaration, naming his son
Administrative Head of the World Sikaran Brotherhood of the
Philippines, when he steps down as President.
=================================================================

FTI SIKARAN TAGUIG

PAALALA SA LAHAT NG FTI RANGER SIKARAN-ARNIS TAGUIG CHAPTER APRIL
26, 2014 ANG BALIK TRAINING NATIN.
NEW TRAINING SCHEDULE
1. TUE. AND THU. 8:00 AM - 10:00 AM - BELLECER GYM
2. SAT. AND SUN. 07:00 AM - 9:00 AM - FTI COMPLEX LTO OFFICE
MARAMING SALAMAT

NATIONAL CAPITOL REGION INVITATIONAL SIKARAN TOURNAMENT,
MARIKINA CITY
By: Erlina Bartolata, Philippine Correspondent
On Sunday, April 27, 2014, the NCR Regional Directorate headed by Ernesto Millanes
and Roberto Pamilar hosted a Sikaran Invitational Tournament that lasted all day. Players from
different regions came to participate and enjoy the camaraderie brought about by friendly
competition. There were several high-ranking Sikaranistas who graced the tournament.
Some of the participants were:

The action was fast and furious. However, Emily Samillano, the only female certified
tournament official kept the fight fair and square.

Medals and trophies for the winners.

BOOK TWO
COMING SOON

RELEASED IN 2011….

SIKARAN INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO VOLUME 1
WRITTEN, PRODUCED, AND DIRECTED BY:
ELPIDIO SELETARIA JR.
8th DEGREE BLACK BELT (#1487)
Hercules, California, USA
www.sikaranarnis.com

COMING SOON…!!!

SIKARAN INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO VOLUME 2
(ADVANCED SIKARAN WITH DEFENSIVE TACTICS, ETC…)
To Order Contact:

ELPIDIO SELETARIA - jseletaria1542@yahoo.com

ARNIS BOOKS BY LOUELLE LLEDO, JR., 9th Degree Red and White Belt #326
To Order Contact: matawgurolou@yahoo.com

ARNIS DE MANO FILIPINO MARTIAL ARTS EDUCATION
TEACHER'S TRAINING HANDBOOK
By: TWO SIKARAN MANTAS
LOUELLE LLEDO, Jr. (# 326) and ANDY SANANO, Jr. (# 844)

TO ORDER CONTACT:
Louelle Lledo, Jr. - matawgurolou@yahoo.com
Andy Sanano, Jr. - matawgurosanano@gmail.com

SUBSCRIBE TO FMA INFORMATIVE - ITS IS FREE

SIKARAN builds fitness
fitness builds confidence
confidence builds productivity
productivity builds a better citizen
a better citizen builds a better country
a better country builds a better and peaceful world
SIKARAN builds a fit, confident, productive, and better citizen
who builds a better country and more peaceful world
SIKARAN WORDS OF WISDOM
"strive for strength when you are weak
strive for courage when you are afraid
strive for humility when you are victorious"

